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ABSTRACT 

Development is often associated with challenges. The inability to study the numerous 

available dialects of Igbo language is one of the identified challenges facing the 

development of Igbo language particularly in the area of Igbo language teaching and 

learning, structural development of Igbo language, computation, and reconciliation of Igbo 

language with Information and Communication Technologies. Therefore, there is need to 

study the varying dialects of Igbo language before we can set a standard structure for the 

language which will facilitate a better teaching and learning of Igbo language, and harness 

the reconciliation of Igbo language with information and communication technologies. The 

present study investigated the structural differences between the sound system of Ikwo 

Igbo and Standard Igbo dialects. Descriptive research design was adopted for this work. 

However, it was largely discussed focusing on an aspect of generative phonology called 

feature theory. From this research, we discovered that the sound system of the two dialects 

are the same, except that while standard Igbo has thirty-six (36) phonemes; comprising 

eight (8) vowels and twenty-eight (28) consonants, the Ikwo dialect has forty-five (45) 

phonemes; comprising nine (9) vowels and thirty-six (36) consonants. It was observed that 

the sounds /s/ and /z/ cannot occur before /i/ or /i ̣/ in Ikwo dialect, rather /s/ and /z/ 

changes their forms to [ʃ] and [ʒ] respectively when the high front vowels [i] or [ɪ] is 

occurring after them. Vowel sounds occurring at utterance final positions in Ikwo dialect is 

usually elided as utterances are ended more abruptly than in Standard Igbo. Whereas 

certain phonemes occur in some environments in Standard Igbo, they assume different 

forms in Ikwo dialect. Apart from these differences, other features of Ikwo dialect, 

including the tonal structure corresponds with the Standard Igbo dialect sound system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The linguistic diversity dominant in Igbo 

region led to the development of a 

Standard Igbo variety to help unify the 

speakers of the different dialects of Igbo 

language. Igbo language is classified as 

one of the languages of New Benue-Congo 

under the Niger-Congo family [1]. Ikwo is 

one of the dialects of Igbo language 

spoken in Ikwo local government area of 

Ebonyi state, Nigeria. It is important to 

know that Ikwo dialect shares certain 

linguistic similarity with other 

neighboring dialects like; Izhi, Ezza, 

Ezzamgbo, Ohaozara, and other Abakaliki 

dialects. Ikwo is bounded to the east and 

south by the Cross river state, west by the 

Ezza south local government area, and 

north by the Abakaliki local government 

area of Ebonyi state (Izhi), [2]. 

Currently, Ikwo local government area has 

been divided into six (6) developmental 

centers which include: Ikwo south, 

central, East, south-east, Ndufu Ikwo, and 

Ikwo development centers. The structure 

(phonological, morphological, syntactic, 

etc) of the Ikwo dialect remains the same 

in all the communities in Ikwo L.G.A, 

except in those communities who share 

boundary with other Local Governments 

and states. For instance, the Opherekpe, 
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Ndegu-Anmegu, and Okpuitumo 

communities who share boundary with 

the Cross-river state has dialectal features 

that differ very slightly from the Ikwo 

dialect but these differences does not 

exist at the level of phonology. 

Linguistically, it is natural to have 

variation in dialect form at boundary 

regions. Traditionally, it is divided into 

five (5) divisional zones and comprising 

of seventeen (17) communities. The five 

divisional zones are; U ̣nwe ̣ka zone (it 

comprises three communities), Alike zone 

(comprises of four communities), E ̣chara 

zone (comprises two communities), 

Mgbabu ̣ zone (has six communities), 

O ̣kpitumo zone (has two communities). 

A white man, Meier organized a team of 

Ikwo speakers like; Elder Thomas Uzim, 

Mr. Elias Uguru, and Mr. William Akichi 

and collected word lists in Ikwo, from 

which, they developed orthography for 

writing the Ikwo dialect in 1972. During 

this period, they translated lot of books 

from English to Ikwo. Example; they 

translated the holy bible to Ikwo dialect. 

They also wrote series of texts in Ikwo 

dialect like; „Oreke Gu ̣a Ikwo volume 1, 2, 

and 3‟, since then, no one has attempted a 

linguistic study of the Ikwo dialect again. 

The branch of linguistics that investigates 

the sound structure of languages is 

known as phonetics and phonology. 

Sound is the basis of every language [3]. 

Language acquisition begins with the 

observation and learning of the sounds 

existing in the particular language of 

study. However, the two notable 

approaches to phonological study are; the 

Classical approach and the Generative 

approach. These approaches focus on the 

sound structure of human languages and 

are both offshoots of structural grammar 

[4].   

The early comparative study of languages, 

began with the Indo-European languages, 

but has expanded to several other 

languages [5]. The major goal of the 

comparative study of languages that 

began in the early eighteenth century was 

to find out the reason for the 

interrelatedness of languages, establish 

language families, and reconstruct 

prehistoric proto languages. 

With the advent of information and 

communication technologies, which has 

come today to be a major means of 

determining the development of a 

country, technology has been introduced 

into language use, study, and 

development. Of course, the Igbo 

language will not be exempted from this. 

We are quite aware that a number of 

persons have been working tremendously 

to reconcile the Igbo language with 

developing technologies (an aspect known 

as computational linguistics), but because 

of certain challenges which have been left 

unresolved, these woks have many flaws.  

Therefore, to overcome these challenges 

and promote the development of Igbo 

language there is need to study and 

identify the structure of every dialect of 

Igbo language, beginning from the sound 

structure to syntactic structure, from 

such study we can set a standard for Igbo 

language. The Igbo language is one of the 

three major languages spoken in Nigeria. 

The Igbo land is a common linguistic and 

cultural region in southern Nigeria, 

characterized by a high degree of cultural 

and linguistic diversity [6]. [7], claims that 

the Igbo people are found at the 

Southeastern part of Nigeria.  

 The dialects of Igbo are; Ngwa, Ohuhu, 

Onitsha, Orlu, Owerri, Nsukka, Umuahia, 

Nike, Anam, Nzam, Asaba, Agbor, 

Ogwashi-Ukwu, Aboh, Kwale, Ndoni, 

Ahoada, Ozuzu, Ibeku, Elele, Ikwere, 

Diobu, Ndoki, Azumini, Oratta, Ezinihitte, 

Umunoha, Idemili, Mbaise, Obowo, 

Ndirimo, Amaraku, Agbaja, Okigwe, 

Isuitem, Uzuakoli, Aba, Abata, Ohafia, 

Bende, Ihiala, Nnewi, Akaeze, Uburu, 

Awgu, Udi, Enugu-Ezike, Isuama, 

Umuezeohaka, Ozara, Ogba, Ekpeye, Igbo 

Izugbe, Eha Amufu, Ikwo, Izhi, Ezaa, 

Mgbo, Okposi, Afikpo, Arochukwu, and 

Ika, (for more details, see [8] [9].  

However, [10] presents a classification of 

the Igbo dialects into clusters using both 

the phonological and grammatical 

criteria. Based on these criteria, she 

grouped Igbo dialects in five clusters 

namely: the Niger Igbo, Inland West Igbo, 

Inland East Igbo, Waawa Igbo/Northern 

Igbo, and Riverain Igbo. She noted that 

the Niger Igbo cluster is located around 
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the West of River Niger, in what is 

currently known as Delta state. To her, 

Niger Igbo has two main dialects namely; 

Ika Igbo and Aniocha (Enuani) Igbo. 

Aniocha has Asaba, Ibusa and others as 

satellite dialects while Ika has Agbo, 

Ukwuani, as satellite dialects. 

[11] classified the Igbo dialects into these 

groups; West Niger group of dialects, East 

Niger groups, East Central group, Cross 

river group, South Western group, North 

Eastern group, North group, and North 

West group of dialects. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The primary method of data collection is 

introspection; selected speakers were 

used where necessary. Several trips to all 

the different communities in Ikwo, were 

made to observe the sound pattern of 

speakers (male and female, old and young 

speakers of different ages) in order to 

validate the true sound structure of Ikwo. 

This was done to observe variations in the 

speech forms of Ikwo speakers. The data 

is purely analyzed descriptively. 

Phonemic Comparison Between Sounds 

Of Ikwo Igbo And Standard Igbo 

Graphical presentation of the phonemes 

of the two varieties under study is the 

best way to reveal their similarities or 

otherwise. These are shown with the aid 

of tables below. 

The analysis of Ikwo consonantal 

phonemes  

According to [12], consonantal sounds 

show greater constriction of the vocal 

tract than vowel sounds and have less 

prominence. Consonant sounds are 

described in terms of where constriction 

is made, how it is made, and what kind of 

phonation supports it. 

There are 36 consonants observed in 

Ikwo. Presented as shown below 

[p], [b], [t], [d], [k], [g], [kp], [gb], [kʷ], [gʷ], 

[pʲ], [bʲ], [ϕ], [f], [v], [s], [z], [ɣ], [h], [ʃ], [ʒ], 

[ʃʷ], [pf], [bv], [ts], [dz], [tʃ], [dʒ], [m], [n], 

[ŋ], [ŋʷ], [ɲ], [ʘ], [l], [ɹ], [w], [j],  

From the 36 consonants, 34 are 

phonemic. The consonants are 

phonetically described and their 

phonemic status justified below 

 

[p] and [b] are bilabial stops. While [p] is voiceless, [b] is voiced. They occur as in: 

Voiceless bilabial stop [p]                                                                Voiced bilabial stop [b] 

[e ́pe ́pe ́] „half‟                                                                                        [e ̀be ̀m] „lightning‟ 

[o ̀pu ̀] „flute‟                                                                                          [ m ́ba ́] „country‟ 

[m ̀po ̀] „horn‟                                                                                             [o ̀bo ̀do ̀] „town 

[m ́pʲo ́] „tiny hole or opening‟                                                                    [m ́kpo ́tu ́bo ́] „navel‟ 

[m ̀pʲa ̀] „secret‟                                                                                            [bʲa ́] „come‟ 

 

Whenever the bilabial plosives occur before the sounds [i] and [i ̣] in the dialect, they are 

usually palatalized. Other instances showing where [b] is occurring before [i/i ̣] are below; 

 [bʲ]      

 [ὲbʲὲ] „guest‟ 

 [ↄb̀ʲa ̀] „visitor‟ 

 

The sounds [pʲ] and [bʲ] are not phonemic in the dialect but occurs in the dialect when [b] 

and [p] are followed by the vowel sound [ i or ɪ]  

 [t] and [d] are alveolar plosives; while [t] is voiceless, [d] is voiced. They occur as in; 

    [t]                                                                                             [d]  

[n ́tʊ́] „ashes‟                                                                     [bi ́do ́] „start‟ 

[m ́kpo ́tu ́bo ́] „navel‟                                                                    [gu ́de ́] „hold‟ 

[n ̀ta ́nʊ́] „today‟                                                         [ʊ̀da ̀] „swamp land‟ 

[έpↄt́ↄ]́ „mud/clay‟                                                                    [n ́dʊ́] „people‟ 

[ŋʷ a ́ta ̀] „child‟                                                                               [da ̀] „fail, fall‟ 

[ta ̀] „chwe‟                                                                                [di ̀] „endure‟ 

 

These sounds are not restricted to any environment in the dialect. 
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[k] and [g] are velar stops; while [k] is voiceless, [ɡ] is voiced. They occur as in; 

     [k]                                                                               [ɡ] 

[έka ́li ́] „branch‟                                                      [ʊ́ɡʊ́rʊ́] „harmattan‟ 

[ↄḱʊ̀] „fowl‟                                                                 [n ̀ɡèle ̀] „small body of water flowing‟ 

[i ̀ku ̀ku ̀] „air‟                                                                 [ↄɡ̀i ̣́ɲi ̣́] „a small rat that lives in bush‟ 

[ka ̀] „answer‟                                                                   [ↄɡ̀ὲrὲɲà] „old, elderly] 

[ŋ́kʊ́] „firewood‟                                                      [ɡↄ]̀ „bend‟ 

 

These sounds can occur in any permissible vowel environment in Igbo language. 

[kp] and [ɡb] are labio velar plosives; while [kp] is voiceless, [gb] is voiced. They occur as 

in; 

[kp]                                                                                          [gb] 

[m ̀kpu ́ma ̀] „stone‟                                                                   [i ́ɡbo ́ɡbo ́] „small pox‟ 

[u ́ru ́kpu ́] „cloud‟                                                                   [a ̀ɡba ̀] „jaw‟ 

[kpi ̣́ri ̣́ kpi ̣́ri ̣́] „small‟                                                                   [ὲgbʊ́ʃi ̀] „hair‟ 

[a ́kpʊ́rʊ́] „fruit‟                                                                   [gbi ̣́ri ̣́ri ̣́] „slim‟ 

[kpa ̀ta ̀] „pluck leaf from tree‟                                                       [m ́ɡbέɲa ́] „sleep‟ 

These sounds can occur in any permissible vowel environment in Igbo language. 

[kᵂ] and [ɡᵂ] are labialized velar stops; while [kᵂ] is voiceless, [ɡᵂ] is voiced. They occur as 

in; 

[kᵂ]                                                                                        [ɡʷ] 

[έkʷↄ]́ „leaf or book‟                                                                     [e ́li ́i ́ɡʷe ́] „heaven‟ 

[i ́kʷe ̀] „mortar‟‟                                                                     [ʊ́ɡʷↄ]́ „debt/ payment 

[a ̀kʷa ̀] „bed/bridge‟                                                                        [n ́ɡʷↄ]̀ „thatch 

[kʷↄr̀ʊ̀] „lift someone with back‟                                              [o ́ke ́ńɡʷe ́re ́] „agama lizard‟ 

[ʊ́kʷa ́ra ́] „cough‟                                                                     [ŋ́ɡʷò] „ingredient‟ 

 

These sounds cannot occur before the high vowels; [i and i ̣] and before [u and ʊ] 

respectively. 

[ϕ] and [ʃʷ] are voiceless fricatives. While [ϕ] is a bilabial fricative, [ʃʷ] is a labialized palato-

alveolar fricative. They occur as in; 

[ϕ] is a voiceless bilabial fricative                                   [ʃʷ] voiceless palato-alveolar fricative 

[m ̀ma ̀mi ́ ϕe ́] „knowledge‟                                                                   [ↄʃ́ʷa ́] „forest‟ 

[a ́ϕʊ́φʊ́] „suffering‟ [ε ʃ́ʷi ̀] „wing‟ 

[έϕa ́] „name‟ [i ̀ʃʷi ̀] „whole‟ 

[ὲϕʊ́rʊ́] „sweat‟ [o ́ʃʷì] „fluted pumpkin‟ 

[a ́kʊ́rέϕↄ]́ „intestine‟ [e ̀ʃʷe ̀] „afternoon‟ 

[ϕʊ̀] „peel‟ [ʃʷↄ]̀ „dissolve or loosen‟ 

 

The sound [ϕ] in Ikwo dialect can occur anywhere. The sound [ʃʷ] cannot occur before [u] or 

[ʊ]. 

[f] and [v] are labiodental fricatives. While [f] is voiceless, [v] is voiced. They occur as in; 

[f], voiceless labiodental fricative                                   [v], voiced labiodental fricative 

[fↄt̀a ́] „choose‟                                                                     [i ́vu ́] „load‟ 

[lʊ́fʊ́ta] „come out‟                                                              [u ́ku ́vu ́] „shoulder‟  

[a ́fa ̀] „year‟                                                                          [m ́vↄ]́ „nail‟ 

[e ́fe ́re ́] „plait‟                                                                     [vi ̣́ri ̣́vi ̣́ri ̣́] „tiny‟ 

[fi ́ri ́ta ́]‟bend down‟                                                             [o ́vo ́vo ́ʃi ́] „act speedly‟ 

 

These sounds can occur in any permissible vowel environment in Igbo language. 

[s] and [z] are alveolar fricatives. While [s] isvoiceless, [z] is voiced. They occur as in; 

[s], voiceless alveolar fricative                                    [z], voiced alveolar fricative 

[n ́sʊ̀] „hole‟                                                                      [ↄźʊ́] „fertilizer‟ 

[e ́sʊ́zↄ]́ „road‟                                                                      [za ̀] „answer‟  
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[n ́sↄ]́ „holiness‟                                                           [e ́ze ̀] „king‟ 

[ↄśↄ]́ „running‟                                                                    [a ̀zʊ̀] „back‟ 

[sa ̀] „wash‟                                                                      [zὲ] „lie down‟ 

 

The sounds [s] and [z] cannot occur in the environment before [u]. 

[ʃ] and [ʒ] are post alveolar fricatives. While [ʃ] is voiceless, [ʒ] is voiced. They occur as in; 

             [ʃ]                                                                                                  [ʒ] 

[έɲa ́nʃí] „night‟                                                                                               [o ́ʒi ́] „message‟ 

[m ́gba ́ʃí] „owl‟                                                                                                [e ́ʒi ́] „pig‟ 

[n ́ʃi ̀] „feces‟                                                                                                   [e ́ʒi ́o ́pfu ́] „truth‟ 

[i ́ʃi ́] „head‟                                                                                                       [ʒi ̀] „send‟ 

[ὲgbʊ́ʃi ̀] „hair‟                                                                                               [ʒi ̀ta ̀] „steal‟ 

 

The post alveolar fricatives [ʃ] and [ʒ] occurs before the high front unrounded vowels, [i] 

and [ɪ]̣ in this dialect. 

[ɣ] and [h] are fricatives, while [ɣ] is a voiced velar fricative, [h] is a voiceless glottal 

fricative. They occur as in; 

 [ɣ] is a voiced velar fricative.  [h] is a voiceless glottal fricative. 

 [e ́ɣú] „goat‟                                                                    [o ́hu ̀] „slave‟ 

[ɣʊ̀] „bath‟                                                                       [nʷʊ̀hʊ̀] „die‟ 

[ὲɣi ̣̀ri ̣́ɣá] „mixed‟                                                              [ha ̀] „leave someone/ something‟ 

[ʊ́ɣↄ]̀ „deceit‟                                                                   [hὲ] „give out a  portion of something‟ 

[ɣe ́] „fry‟                                                                         [he ̀ta ̀] „carry a baby‟ 

 

This sound can occur in any permissible consonant environment in Igbo language. 

However, [h] cannot occur before the high front unrounded vowel, [i and i ̣] in Ikwo. 

[pf] and [bv] are labiodental affricates. While [pf] is voiceless, [bv] is voiced. They occur as 

in; 

    [pf]                                                                                                  [bv] 

[n ́ʧi ́pfu ́] „god‟                                                                                      [ↄb̀vu ̀] „drug‟ 

[o ́pfu ́] „speech‟                                                                          [o ́bvu ́] „thorn‟ 

 [έpfʊ̀na ̀] „nest‟                                                                          [u ́bvu ́] „mountain/hill‟ 

[o ́ke ́re ́pfu ́] „rat‟                                                                          [e ́bvu ̀] „music‟ 

[m ́be ̀pfu ́] „tortoise‟                                                                         [m ̀kpa ́ta ́mέbvʊ̀] „ampit‟ 

 

These labiodental fricatives occur before the back, high vowel [u and ʊ] in this dialect. 

[ts] and [dz] are alveolar affricates. While [ts] is voiceless, [dz] is voiced. They occur as in; 

     [ts]                                                                                  [dz] 

[e ́tse ́] „gum‟                                                                         [o ́dzu ́] „copse‟  

[u ́tsu ̀] „penis‟                                                                       [ↄd́zʊ̀] „pestle‟ 

[e ́tsu ́nʷàri ̀] „millipede‟                                                          [dza ̀] „plant by root‟ 

[ʊ̀tsↄ]́ „taste‟                                                                       [dze ̀ta ̀] „acquire‟ 

[tsi ̣́ri ̣́ta ́] „bend down‟                                            [i ́dzi ́ri ́] „when crop/plant is much in a place. 

 

This sound can occur in any permissible consonantal environment in Igbo language. 

[tʃ] and [dʒ] are post-alveolar affricates. While [tʃ] is voiceless, [dʒ] is voiced. They occur as 

in;  

[tʃ]                                                                                             [dʒ] 

[n ́ʧi ́] „grass cuter‟                                                                     [dʒe ́] „go‟ 

[o ́ʧe ́] „length‟                                                                           [dʒa ̀be ̀] „tie rope over for signal‟ 

[ↄʧ́i ̀] „laughter‟                                                                           [o ́dʒi ̀] „fork‟ 

[ↄb̀a ́lↄ̀́ʧ́ὲʧὲ] „cockroach‟                                                     [ↄd́ʒi ̣́] „cola‟ 

[[tʃↄ]̀ „find‟                                                                            [n ́dʒↄ]́ „bad‟ 
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These sounds cannot occur before the high back vowels, [u] and [ʊ]. 

[l] and [ɹ] are voiced alveolar consonants. While [l] is a voiced alveolar lateral approximant, 

[ɹ] is voiced alveolar flap. They occur as in; 

[l] voiced alveolar lateral approximant.             [ɹ] is voiced alveolar flap. 

 [n ̀ge ̀le ̀] „small flowing body of water‟ [e ́ɹu ́] „mushroom‟ 

 [ʊ́lↄ]̀ „house‟ [a ́kpʊ́ɹʊ́] „fruit‟ 

 [o ́go ́lo ́go ́] „tall‟ [ɹi ́] „eat‟ 

[a ̀li ̀] „land‟ [ɹe ́] „sell‟ 

[o ̀me ́lέhʊ́] „sickness‟ [ɹa ́] „rape‟ 

 

These sounds can occur in any permissible consonantal environment in Igbo. 

[m] and [n] are both voiced nasal consonants. While [m] is a voiced bilabial nasal sound, [n] 

is a voiced alveolar nasal. They occur as in; 

[m] [n] 

[m ́mi ́ní] „water‟ [m ́mi ́ni ́] „water‟ 

 [m ̀ma ̀mi ́ϕe ́] „wisdom‟ [n ̀ta ́nʊ́] „water‟ 

 [o ́kpo ̀mↄk̀u ̀] „heat‟ [u ̀rέɲánʃɪ́] „evening‟ 

[o ̀me ́lέhʊ́] „sickness‟ [m ́kpa ́kpa ́ndo ́] „stars‟ 

 [m ̀kpa ́ta ́mέbvʊ̀] „armpit‟ [nↄd̀ʊ̀] „sit‟ 

 

These sounds can occur in any permissible consonantal environment in Igbo. 

[ɲ] and [ŋ] are voiced nasal sounds, while [ɲ] is a voiced palatal nasal, [ŋ] is a voiced velar 

nasal. They occur as in; 

[ɲ] is a voiced palatal nasal sound.                                    [ŋ] is a voiced velar nasal. 

 [ɲo ́be ́] „to lie somebody down‟                                             [ŋʊ́] „drink‟ 

[ɲi ́] „climb‟ [ŋe ̀] „cross‟ 

 [ŋʷa ́ɲí] „woman‟ [ↄϕ́ʊ́ŋʊ́] „new‟ 

[n ̀ɲe ́] „wife/ female‟ [o ́ʤi ́ŋu ́] „black‟ 

 [ↄɲ̀à] „trap‟ [έŋʊ́] „bee‟ 

 

The sound [ɲ] cannot occur before the high back vowels, [u] and [ʊ]. However, [ŋ] cannot 

occur before [o and ↄ], and [i and i ̣] in this dialect. 

[ŋʷ] and [ʘ] are voiced consonants. While [ŋʷ] is a voiced labialized-velar nasal, [ʘ] is a 

voiced bilabial click. They occur as in; 

[ŋʷ] is a voiced labialized-velar nasal. [ʘ] is a voiced bilabial click.  

[έŋʷʊ́rʊ́] „smoke‟ [ʘa ̀] „tie‟ 

[ↄ́ŋʷa ́] „moon‟ [a ́ʘa ́ʘa ́] „wash‟ 

[ŋwe ́ru ́] „own‟ [ʘʊ́] „mould‟ 

[ŋʷo ́ke ́] „male‟ [ʘὲ] „mould for‟ 

[ŋʷi ̣́ri ̣́ŋʷi ̣́ri ̣́] „sun fly‟                                              [ʘↄḿʘↄḿ] „ideophonic expression of tallness‟ 

[ŋʷe ̀] „anything‟ [ʊ́ʘa ́] „remainder‟ 

[ŋʷ] can occur in any permissible consonantal environment in Igbo. [ʘ] cannot occur before 

the high front unrounded vowel, [i and i ̣] in Ikwo. 

 

[j] and [w] are voiced semi-vowels. While [j] is a voiced palatal semi-vowel, [w] is a voiced 

labialized velar semi-vowel. They occur as in; 

[j] is a voiced palatal semi-vowel.                            [w] voiced labialized velar semi-vowel. 

[o ́ji ́] „cold‟ [wo ̀ta ̀] „bring/take‟ 

[je ́kʷa ́] „add‟ [o ́wi ́ri ́wo ́] „bitter cola‟ 

[ja ̀] „suffer‟                                                                                   [i ́we ́] „anger‟ 

[jↄ]̀ „sieve‟                                                                                     [ʊ̀wa ̀] „world‟ 

[ↄj̀i ̣̀] „friend‟ [ὲwʊ̀] „grass‟ 

[j] cannot occur before the high back vowels, [u] and [ʊ]. However, [w] can occur in any 

permissible consonantal environment in Igbo. 
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Patterns of articulation of the observed 

consonant sounds in Ikwo 

There are three branches of phonetics. 

Here our focus is on articulatory 

phonetics, based on the place and manner 

of articulation of Ikwo consonantal 

sounds with the state of the Glottis. (See 

[13], [14], [15], for more details) 

Manner of articulation 

Manner of articulation covers both the 

degree and extent of a constriction and 

the way the constriction is formed in the 

vocal tract [16].  

Stops 

A stop is produced by the formation and 

rapid release of a complete closure at any 

point in the vocal tract from the glottis to 

the lips. (For more details see [17].  

Plosive sounds in Ikwo dialect are; [p], [b], 

[t], [d], [k], [g], [kp], [gb], [kw], [gw]. 

Affricates 

If after a complete closure, there is a 

gradual release of the obstruction we 

have affricate sounds. The affricates in 

Ikwo dialect are; [ʧ], [ʤ], [pf], [bv], [ts], 

[dz]. 

Fricatives 

A fricative is a stable articulation 

produced by a constriction in the vocal 

tract that is narrow enough to create 

turbulent airflow. This noise of the 

turbulence modified by the effects of the 

vocal tract shape accords a fricative the 

characteristics of a hissing or sibilant 

quality.  

The fricatives in Ikwo dialect are; [f], [v], 

[s], [z], [ʃ], [ɣ], [h], [ф], [ʒ], and [ʃᵂ].   

Nasals 

The nasals can be considered as stops; 

because the airflow is blocked at some 

point in the oral cavity, at the same time, 

while the velum is lowered to allow 

airflow through the nasal cavity. The 

sounds are therefore, perceived as 

potentially stable and continuous rather 

than as stops in the true sense. The nasal 

sounds in Ikwo dialect are as follows; [m], 

[n], [ŋ], [ɲ], [ŋw].   

Approximants 

An approximant has a stable articulation 

in which the constriction is normally 

greater than in a vowel, but not enough to 

produce turbulence at the point of 

constriction. We have the central and 

lateral approximants. The central 

approximant is; [ɹ]. The lateral 

approximant is [l]. 

Clicks 

Clicks are obstruent articulated with two 

closures (points of articulation) in the 

mouth, one forward and one at the back. 

The enclosed pocket of air is rarefied by a 

sucking action of the tongue. In Ikwo 

dialect, we have the labial click, written 

with a bull‟s eye, [ʘ]. These are lip-

smacking sounds, but without the pursing 

of the lips found in a kiss.   

Semi-vowels 

Semi-vowels are vowel-like consonants. 

This is because the airflow is not stopped 

or impeded so as to cause a friction 

sound, but the aperture through which 

the air passes is smaller than the aperture 

of any vowel. In Ikwo dialect, we have 

these semi-vowels, [w], [j].  

Flap 

In the production of a flap sound, the 

active articulator strikes the passive 

articulator in passing manner not so 

much to create a brief closure but more as 

the incidental effect of the articulatory 

gesture. The most common flaps are the 

ones in which the tongue strikes the 

alveolar ridge in passing. The flap [ɹ], 

exist in Ikwo dialect. 

Places of articulation 

Bilabials 

Sounds produced involving the two lips 

are referred to as bilabial sounds. The 

bilabial sounds observed in Ikwo dialect 

are; [p], [b], [m], [ʘ], and [ϕ]. In producing 

[p and b] the two lips strikes together. 

However, in producing [pʲ and bʲ], after 

the striking together of the lips, a 

secondary articulation is made between 

the back of the tongue and the palate. [pʲ 

and bʲ] are not phonemic sounds so, we 

shall not talk much about them. 

 In producing the bilabial click [ʘ], it 

involves two closures (points of contacts) 

in the mouth, one forward and one at the 

back. The one forward involves the 

smacking of the lips. It produced with 

lingual ingressive airstream mechanism. 

Another sound involving the lips is the 

bilabial fricative [ϕ]. 
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Labiodentals 

These are sounds produced with the lips 

articulating with the teeth. The observed 

labiodental sounds in Ikwo are; [f], [v], 

[pf], [bv].  

Apico-alveolar 

These are sounds produced with the 

tongue tip and alveolar region. Examples 

of such sounds observed in Ikwo dialect 

are; [t], [d], [ɹ], [ts], [dz]. The sounds [ts 

and dz] involves double articulation. The 

tongue tip first makes a contact with the 

alveolar, while releasing the contact the 

tongue body makes another contact with 

the alveolar region.  

 

Lamino-alveolar 

These are sounds produced with the 

tongue blade and alveolar region. 

Examples of the lamino-alveolar sounds 

observed in Ikwo dialect are; [s], [z], [ts], 

[dz], [l], [n]. 

Lamino-postalveolar 

This describes sounds produced with the 

tongue blade and postalveolar region. 

Example of such sounds observed in Ikwo 

dialect are; [ʃ], [ʒ], [tʃ], [dʒ]. 

Labialized post-alveolar 

Labialized post-alveolar sound [ʃʷ] is a 

sound produced with the tongue body 

trying to make a contact with a point after 

the alveolar and before the palate, which 

involves the rounding of the lips as well. 

Lamino-palatal 

Describes sounds produced involving 

tongue blade and palatal region. They are 

[pʲ], [bʲ], [ɲ],[j]. 

Velar 

This describes sounds produced with the 

tongue body and soft palate. They are; [k], 

[ɡ], [ɣ], [ŋ]. 

Labio- velar 

These are sounds produced involving the 

striking together of the two lips, and the 

tongue body trying to make a contact with 

the soft palate. They are; [k ͡p],   [ɡ͡b]. 

Labialized velar 

These are sounds produced with the 

tongue body and the soft palate involving 

the rounding of the lips. They are; [kʷ], 

[ɡʷ], [ŋʷ], [w]. 

Glottal 

Describes sounds produced with the 

glottis (vocal folds). We have [h]. 

Not all the identified sounds are 

phonemic in this dialect. The phonemic 

sounds were identified using the minimal 

pairs and represented in the chart as you 

will see below. 

Data arranged in minimal pairs to show 

ikwo phonemes 

1. e ́be ́be ́ /e ́be ́be ́/ „slicing‟ 

     E ́pe ́pe ́ /e ́pe ́pe ́/ „half‟ 

2. Ibo /i ́bo ́/   „door‟                                      

   Igbo /i ́gbo ́/ „ridge‟.  

 3. Che ̀ /ʧe ̀/ „throw inside‟ 

     Se ̀    /se ̀/ „draw‟ 

4. Du /du ̀/ „lead‟ 

   Tu /tu ̀/ „to plant‟ 

5. O ̣dzu ̣ /ↄd́zʊ̀/ „tail‟ 

     O ̣du ̣   /ↄd́ʊ̀/ „to stay for long‟ 

6. Pe ̣ /Pὲ/ „carry and give‟ 

     Pe /pe ̀/ „to cut yam‟ 

7. Feta /fe ̀ta ̀/ „to uproot‟ 

     Sweta /ʃᵂe ̀ta ̀/ „pass‟ 

8. Gebe /ge ́be ́/ „hang‟ 

     Tebe /te ́be ́/ „to cook soup‟ 

9. Egbe  /e ́gbe ̀/ „gun‟ 

    Ekpe /e ́kpe ̀/ „boundry‟ 

10. Oghu /o ́ɤu ̀/ „a kind of snake‟ 

      Obu /o ́bu ̀/ „heart‟ 

11. Ogvu /o ́bvu ́/ „thorn‟ 

      Ogu /o ́gú/ „Insect‟ 

12. U ̣gwo ̣ /ʊ́gwↄ́/́ „debt‟ 

     U ̣gbọ /ʊ́gbↄ/́ „boat‟ 

13. Ohu /o ́hu ̀/ „slave‟ 

      Obu /o ́bu ̀/ „heart‟ 

14. Ri ̣ /ɹɪ́/ „crawl‟ 

      Ri /ɹi ́/ „eat‟ 

15. O ̣ji ̣ /ↄʤ́ɪ́/ „cola‟ 

      O ̣chi ̣ /ↄʧ́ɪ́/ „Darkness‟ 

16. Oku /o ̀ku ̀/ „call‟ 

      Ogu /o ̀gù/ „Bamboo‟ 

17. Okfu /o ́pfu ́/ „speech‟ 

       Ogvu /o ́bvu ́/ „thorn‟ 

18. O ̣kpu ̣  /ↄḱpʊ́/ „bone‟ 

       O ̣gbu ̣ /ↄǵbʊ́/ „a vegetable tree‟ 

19. O ̣kwa /ↄḱwa ́/ „chopping board‟ 

      O ̣ba /ↄb́a ́/ „barn‟ 

20.Olu /o ́lu ́/ „neck, voice‟ 

       okfu      /o ́pfu ́/ „speech‟ 

21. Mu ̣ /mʊ̀/ „learn‟ 

       Nu ̣ /nʊ̀/ 

22. E ̣n ̇ụ /έŋʊ́/ „bee‟ 

       E ̣nụ /έnʊ́/ „hole‟ 

 23. Nma /ʘa ̀/ „tie‟ 

       Ma /ma ̀/ „measure‟ 

24. Nwu ̣ta /ŋwʊ́ta ́/ „catch‟ 
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        Nu ̣ta /nʊ́ta ́/ „hear‟ 

25. Inyi /i ́ɲi ́/ „dirt‟ 

       Iyi /i ́ji ́/ „river‟ 

26. Gbo /gbo ̀/ „to stop something‟ 

      Gbo ̣ /ɡbↄ/̀ „to vomit‟ 

27. Opu /o ́pu ̀/ „horn‟ 

      Obu /o ́bu ̀/ „parlour‟ 

28. Pata /pa ̀ta ̀/ „carry‟ 

      kata /ka ̀ta ̀/ „answer correctly‟ 

29. Phe ̣ /ɸὲ/ „to roll out and give‟ 

       Pe ̣ /pὲ/ „to carry and give‟ 

  30.  O ̣swa /ↄʃ́ᵂa ́/ „forest‟ 

         O ̣sa /ↄśa ́/ „comb‟ 

31. To ̣ /tↄ/̀ „thicken‟ 

       Tso ̣ /tsↄ/̀ „to deep‟ 

32. Vu ̣ta /vʊ̀ta ̀/ „uproot‟ 

       Wu ̣ta /wʊ̀ta ̀/ „to take water‟ 

33. bvu ́ /bvu ́/ „dig‟ 

      Pfu ́ /pfu ́/ „say‟ 

34. ngu ̣́ /ŋʊ́/ „drink‟ 

      Nu ̣́ /nʊ́/ „give‟ 

 35. Yeru /je ́ɹu ̄/ „put for‟ 

       Zeru /ze ́ɹu ̄/ „to stay away 

from‟ 

36.   shi /ʃi ́/ „cook‟ 

         Ri  /ɹi ́/ „eat‟ 

37.   zh  /ʒi ̀/ „send‟ 

         Di  /di ̀/  „endeure‟

 

From the above minimal pairs we were able to identify 36 consonantal phonemes. 
Table 1: The consonantal phonemic chart of Ikwo dialect of Igbo 

Place 

 

Manner 

Bilab-

ial 

Labio-

dental 

Alveo-

lar 

Post-

alve-

olar 

Labial-ized 

post-

alveolar 

Pala-

tal 

Velar Labio- 

velar 

Lab-

ialized 

velar  

  

Glottal 

Plosives p    b  t     d    k    g k ͡p  g͡b  kᵂ  ɡᵂ    

Affric-

ates 

   pf   bv ts   dz ʧ    ʤ                                                                            

Frica-

tives 

φ f      v s     z  ʃ    ʒ  ʃᵂ       ɣ        h 

Late-ral 

aproxi-

mant 

          l                                   

Flap            ɹ        

Nasal        m          N          ɲ         ŋ              ŋᵂ  

Click        ʘ          

Semi 

Vowels 

             j          w  

 In the chart, the sounds to the left are voiceless while, the sounds at the right are voiced sounds. 

 

We would have shown the distinctive 

features of these phonemes but because 

of space, the distinctive features of these 

sounds, can be inferred from the chart.  

The analysis of Ikwo vowel phonemes 

They are speech sounds produced with a 

free flow of air in the mouth. [18] sees 

vowels as a modification of a voiced 

sound that involves no closure, friction, 

or contact between the passive and active 

articulators. 

Ikwo dialect features vowel harmony with 

two sets of oral vowels distinguished by 

pharyngeal cavity size described in terms 

of retracted tongue root (RTR). Therefore, 

we have the heavy and light vowels. 

Remember, vowel sounds are classified 

based on the following factors: 

1. Height of the tongue in the mouth 

(high, mid-high, mid-low, and low) 

2. Portion of the tongue (front, centre 

and back) 

3. The shape of the lips (rounded and 

unrounded). 

The observed vowel phonemes in Ikwo 

dialect 

The observed vowel sounds in Ikwo 

dialect from the data are; [a], [e], [ε], [i], [ɪ], 

[o], [ↄ], [ә], [u], [ʊ]. 
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[i] and [ɪ] are high front unrounded vowels. While [i] is a heavy vowel, [ɪ] is a light 

vowel. They occur as in; 

[i]                                                                                                    [i ̣] 

 [i ́mi ́] „nose‟                                                                                          [i ̣̀ɲà] „horse‟ 

[i ́ʃi ́] „head‟                                                                                             [a ́ɲi ̣́ɲi ̣́] „purging‟ 

[i ́ri ́] „ten‟                                                                                       [a ̀li ̣̀] „land‟ 

[i ́te ̀] „pot‟                                                                                       [mi ̣̀ta ̀] „bear‟ 

[u] and [ʊ] are high back rounded  vowels. While [u] is heavy, [ʊ] is a light vowel. They 

occur as in; 

[u]                                                                                                       [ʊ] 

[u ́fu ́] „home‟                                                                                          [ʊ́lↄ]̀ „house‟ 

[u ́ɹù] „gain‟                                                                                              [mʊ́] „give birth‟ 

[u ́me ́] „strength‟                                                                                      [ʊ̀dↄ]̀ „rope‟ 

[i ́ϕu ̀ɹa ̀] „theif‟                                                                                           [ʊ́zↄ]̀ „raod‟ 

[e] and [o] are mid-high heavy vowels. While [e] is a front, and unrounded vowel, [o] is a 

back, and rounded vowel. They occur as in; 

[e]                                                                                                       [o] 

[e ́ʒi ̀] „pig‟                                                                                            [o ́ϕé] „soup‟ 

[e ́pe ́pe ́] „half‟                                                                                      [o ́ʃi ́] „seat‟ 

[me ́] „do‟                                                                                     [o ́me ́] „germinated leaf‟ 

[m ́me ́] „blood‟                                                                                     [o ̀do ́do ́] „yellow‟ 

[ε] and [ↄ] are mid-low light vowels. While [ε] is a front vowel and unrounded, [ↄ] is a 

back vowel  and rounded. They occur as in; 

[ε]                                                                                                   [ↄ] 

[ έkʷↄ ́] „book or leaf‟                                                                             [έkʷↄ ́] „book or leaf‟ 

[έka ́li ́] „branch‟                                                                             [έpↄt́ↄ]̀ „mud‟ 

[έpↄt́ↄ]̀ „mud‟                                                                                          [a ́kↄ]́ „story‟ 

[u ̀rέɲánʃɪ́] „evening‟                                                                                [ↄd́zʊ̀] „pestle‟ 

 

[a] is a front low vowel. It occurs as in; 

[a ́fa ̀] „year‟ 

[n ̀ta ́nʊ́] „today‟ 

[ʊ́ɲa ́ϕʊ̀a ̀] „yesterday‟ 

[u ̀rέɲánʃɪ́] „evening 

[ә] is a schwa sound. It occurs as in;  

[έkә́] „hand‟ 

[έgә́] „like this‟ 

The schwa sound occurs in this dialect by 

a mere chance because there are not 

enough data to show its occurrences. 

However, it occurs whenever a vowel 

sound is occurring at utterance end 

before the velar stop [k] and [ɡ]. We shall 

not talk about this sound here because it 

is not phonemic in the dialect. 

We identified 9 phonemic vowel sounds 

using minimal pairs which are 

represented in the chart below.  

1. e ̣ka /ὲka ̀/ “maggot” 

   e ̣ku ̣ /ὲkʊ̀/ “wealth 

2. Pe ̣ /Pὲ/ „carry and give‟ 

   Pe /pe ̀/ „to cut yam‟ 

3. nyi /ɲi ́/ „climb‟ 

    nyi ̣ /ɲɪ́/ „release excreta from the 

body like; feces, urine, or fart.‟ 

4. kota /ko ́ta ́/ „ to bring out 

something hanged to a position‟ 

    ko ̣ta /kↄt́a ́/ „ to use spoon to 

take a portion of something‟ 

 

5. ru /ru ́/ „to walk in water‟ 

   ru ̣ /rʊ́/ „to work‟ 
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Fig 1: T1 The Ikwo vowel chart   

            

                    Front        Central                Back 

High (closed)    ●i            ●u 

                                           ●ɪ ●ʊ 

High/closed mid         ●e                                  o●               

                 Low/open mid● ε                                       ↄ● 

 

                                Low/open    ●a 

When you look at the chart above, you will observe that all the front vowels are unrounded 

but, the back vowels are rounded.  

Consonantal phonemic segments of standard Igbo dialect. 

Standard Igbo dialect has twenty-eight (28) consonantal phonemes. (For more details, see 

[18], [19], [20] [21]. The consonants with their distinctive features can be seen in the chart 

below; 

 

Table 2: The consonant chart of Standard Igbo  

   Place 

Manner 

Bilabi

al 

Labio

-

denta

l 

Alveola

r 

Post-

Alveola

r 

Palat

al 

Vela

r 

Labi

al 

velar 

Labialize

d  velar 

Glott

al 

Plosive p      b  t      d   k   g k͡p g͡b kw   gw  

Fricatives  f     v s     z ʃ       ɣ         h 

Affricates    ʧ    ʤ      

 Nasals        m          N        ɲ      ŋ          ŋw                

Flap           ɹ       

Lateral 

approxima

nt 

          L       

Semi vowel            J            w  

          The sounds to the left are voiceless while the sounds to the right are voiced. 

 

The description of standard Igbo vowel phonemes 

Many scholars have shown that the Standard dialect of Igbo has eight (8) vowel phonemes. 

The chart below shows the vowel sounds of the Standard Igbo based on Ikekeonwu (1999).  
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 Fig 2: T1 The standard Igbo vowel chart 

      Front    center            back  

High       ●I                                                   ●u 

      ●ɪ                                 ʊ●  

High- mid      ● e                                              o ●               

   Low – mid                                                      ↄ ● 

                      Low  ●a  

1. At segmental level, the phonemes of 

Standard Igbo and Ikwo are the same, 

except that the Ikwo has 9 additional 

phonemes. The additional consonantal 

phonemes in Ikwo dialect are; /pf/, /bv/, 

/ts/, /dz/, /ϕ/, /ʒ/, /ʃʷ/, /ʘ/. 

Features of the observed additional 

sounds in Ikwo dialect 

The features of the sounds [pf] and [bv] 

1. Their manner of articulation is 

affricate, which means they are produced 

by first stopping the airflow entirely, then 

allowing airflow through a constricted 

channel at the place of articulation, which 

causes turbulence. They have two 

important stop components; 

 Bilabial; it is articulated with both 

lips. 

 Labiodental; it is articulated with 

the lower lip and the upper teeth. 

2. The fricative component of these 

affricates is labiodental, they are 

articulated with the lower lip and the 

upper teeth. 

3. While the phonation of [pf] is voiceless, 

the phonation of [bv] is voiced.  

4. They are oral consonant, which means 

air is allowed to escape through the 

mouth only. 

5. They are central consonant, meaning 

that they are produced by directing the 

airstream along the centre of the tongue 

not the sides. 

6. The airstream mechanism is pulmonic, 

which means they are articulated by 

pushing air solely with the lungs and 

diaphragm, just like in most sounds. 

The features of the sound [ts] and [dz] 

1. Their manner of articulation is 

affricate, which means they are produced 

by first stopping the airflow entirely, then 

allowing air flow through a constricted 

channel at the place of articulation which 

causes turbulence 

2. The place of articulation is alveolar, 

which means they are articulated with 

either the tip or the blade of the tongue at 

the alveolar ridge, called respectively 

apical and laminal.  

3. While the phonation of [ts] is voiceless, 

the phonation of [dz] is voiced (which 

means the vocal cords vibrate during its 

articulation.).  

4. They are oral consonants, which means 

that air is allowed to escape through the 

mouth only. 

5. They are central consonant, meaning 

that they are produced by directing the 

airstream along the centre of the tongue 

not the sides. 

6. The airstream mechanism is pulmonic, 

which means they are articulated by 
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pushing air solely with the lungs and 

diaphragm, just like in most sounds. 

The features of the sound [ϕ] 

This sound is a fricative, articulated with 

the lips. Its phonation is voiceless. 

The features of the sound [ʒ] 

1. Its manner of articulation is sibilant 

fricative, which means it is generally 

produced by channeling air flow along a 

groove in the back of the tongue up to the 

place of articulation, at which point it is 

focused against the sharp edge of the 

nearly clenched teeth, causing high 

frequency turbulence. 

2. Its place of articulation is palato-

alveolar, which means it is articulated 

with the tongue blade behind the alveolar 

ridge, and the front tongue bunched up at 

the palate. 

3. This is a central, oral consonant with a 

pulmonic airstream mechanism, which 

has a voiced phonation. 

The features of the sound [ʃʷ] 

1. Its manner of articulation is sibilant 

fricative, which means it is generally 

produced by channeling air flow along a 

groove in the back of the tongue up to the 

place of articulation, at which point it is 

focused against the sharp edge of the 

nearly clenched teeth, causing high 

frequency turbulence. 

2. Its place of articulation is palato-

alveolar, which means it is articulated 

with the tongue blade behind the alveolar 

ridge, and the front tongue bunched up at 

the palate. 

3. Its phonation is voiceless. 

4. It is an oral consonant, which means air 

is allowed to escape through the mouth 

only. 

5. It is central consonant. 

6. The airstream mechanism is pulmonic.  

7. It is labialized, which means it is 

articulated with the back part of the 

tongue raised toward the soft palate while 

rounding the lips in an approximation. 

The features of the sound [ʘ] 

a. The airstream mechanism is lingual 

ingressive (also known as velaric 

ingressive), which means a pocket of air 

trapped between two closures is rare field 

by a sucking action of the tongue, rather 

than being moved by the glottis or 

lungs/diaphragm. 

b. Its place of articulation is bilabial, 

which means it is articulated with both 

lips, and Its phonation is voiced. 

2. It is observed that whenever the sound 

/h/ occur before the vowels [i] and [ɪ] in 

Standard Igbo, the sound /h/ changes to 

the sound /ʃʷ/ in Ikwo dialect. Instances 

of /h/ in Standard Igbo changing to /ʃʷ/  

are;

 

Table 3: Change of /h/ in standard Igbo to /ʃʷ/ in Ikwo 

Standard Igbo                       Ikwo   Gloss 

E ́hí                                       e ́ʃʷí               horse 

Áhi ́hi ́a ́ έʃʷá            grass 

óhi ̀         o ́ʃʷi ̀               fluted pumpkin 

a ́hi ́a ́                                          a ́ʃʷá               market 

3. Whenever the voiceless, labialized, velar, consonantal sound [kʷ] occurs before the 

vowels [u] and [ʊ] in Standard Igbo, the sound [kʷ] changes to a voiceless labiodental 

affricate [pf] in Ikwo dialect. However, whenever the sound [kʷ] occurs in other 

environment in Standard Igbo, it remains the same [kʷ] in Ikwo dialect. For instance 

Table 4: Change of /kʷ/ in standard Igbo to /pf/ in Ikwo 

STANDARD IGBO IKWO DIALECT GLOSS 

ókʷu ́ o ́pfu ́ speech 

ↄḱʷa ́ ↄḱʷa ́ position 

ↄḱʷʊ̀rʊ̀ ↄṕfʊ̀rʊ̀ okra 

úkʷu ̀ u ́pfu ̀ waist 

4. Whenever the voiced, labialized, velar consonant [ɡʷ] occurs before [u] or [ʊ] in Standard 

Igbo dialect, it changes to a voiced, labiodental, affricate [bv] in Ikwo dialect. Instances are 
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Table 5: Change of /ɡʷ/ in standard Igbo to /bv/ in Ikwo 

STANDARD IGBO IKWO DIALECT GLOSS 

ↄǵʷʊ̀ ↄb́vʊ̀ drug 

óɡʷu ́ o ́bvu ́ thorn 

úɡʷú u ́bvu ́ Hill or mountain 

ʊ́ɡʷↄ ́ ʊ́ɡʷↄ ́ payment 

a ̀ɡʷa ̀ a ̀ɡʷà Character  

5. Whenever the sound [z] occurs in Standard Igbo before the high, back, rounded, and 

heavy vowel, [u] , the sound [z] becomes [dz] in Ikwo. However, if the vowel after dz is i/i ̣ 

in Ikwo dialect, then [dz] automatically becomes [ʒ]. Look at the table below. 

Table 6: Change of /z/ in standard Igbo to /dz/ in Ikwo 

STANDARD IGBO IKWO GLOSS 

zùte ̀re ̀ ʒi ́ta ́ɹʊ́ stole 

zùru ̀ dzu ́ɹú General/everywhere 

ózu ́ o ́dzu ́ corpse 

zùko ̀ta ̀ɹa ̀ dzu ́ko ́ta ́ru ́ gather 

e ́zi ̀ e ́ʒi ̀ pig 

6. Whenever the sound [s] and [z] occur in Standard Igbo before [i] or [i ̣], the consonants [s] 

becomes [ʃ], while [z] becomes [ʒ] in Ikwo dialect. See instances below. 

Table 7: Change of /s/  in standard Igbo to /ʃ/ in Ikwo 

STANDARD IGBO IKWO GLOSS 

i ́si ́ i ́ʃi ́ head 

ńsi ̣́ n ́ʃi ̣́ faces 

ńsi ́ n ́ʃi ́ poison 

ósi ́si ́ o ́ʃi ́ tree 

Table 8: Change of /z/ in standard Igbo to /ʒ/ in Ikwo 

STANDARD IGBO IKWO GLOSS 

zi ̀ɹì ʒi ́ru ̀ sent 

e ́zi ̀ e ́ʒi ̀ pig 

ózi ́ o ́ʒi ́ message 

zi ̀a ́ ʒi ̀a ́ send 

8. whenever the voiceless alveolar fricative [s] occur in standard Igbo before the high back 

heavy vowel [u], the consonant [s] becomes a voiceless alveolar affricate [ts] in Ikwo. 

Instances 

Table 9: change of /s/ in standard Igbo to /ts/ in Ikwo 

STANDARD IGBO IKWO GLOSS 

ↄśʊ́ ↄt́sʊ́ egwusi soup thickner 

sʊ́ↄ ̀ tsʊ́ pound 

e ́su ́ E ́tse ́ gum 

9. Standard Igbo and Ikwo has the same tonal pattern. However, the Ikwo dialect, is spoken 

very fast and utterances in Ikwo are ended more abruptly than in Standard Igbo. 

From the above analysis, the similarities and dividing strands between Standard Igbo 

dialect and Ikwo were made obvious. Therefore, we shall not go back to that because of 

space.  

CONCLUSION 

This work so far has dealt with the 

comparison of the sound structures of 

Standard Igbo and Ikwo dialects of Igbo. 

We discovered that although the both 

dialects share a great height of 

similarities, they still have some 

differences existing between their sound 

structures [22] [23]. 

We discovered that the Standard Igbo 

dialect has twenty-eight (28) consonantal 

phonemes, and eight (8) vowel phonemes, 

making a total number of thirty-six (36) 

phonemes. However, the Ikwo dialect of 
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Igbo has thirty-six (36) consonantal 

phonemes, and nine (9) vowel phonemes, 

making forty-five (45) phonemes in Ikwo 

dialect of Igbo. The Ikwo dialect has an 

additional vowel segment /ε/, while other 

vowel sounds remain the same as the 

existing eight vowel phonemes of the 

Standard Igbo. It was also observed that 

the schwa sound /ә/ occur by a mere 

chance in Ikwo dialect as a result of the 

shortening of the length of vowels 

occurring at utterance ends. For now, we 

cannot regard the schwa /ә/ sound as a 

phonemic sound but rather as a phonetic 

sound since we have limited words 

showing the sound [24] [25]. Most 

importantly, it cannot be used as a 

minimal pair, which shows it is not 

phonemic in the dialect. The vowel 

phoneme, /ε/ also occurs in Izhi dialect, 

Ezza dialect, Ezzamgbo dialect, Nsukka 

dialect, Afikpo dialect, Ohozara dialect, 

and Enugwu-Ezike etc.  

There are some observed consonantal 

phonemes existing in the Ikwo dialect, 

which do not exist in Standard Igbo 

dialect. They are; /pf/, /bv/, /ts/, /dz/, 

/ϕ/, /ʒ/, /ʃʷ/, /ʘ/. These consonantal 

sounds occur in most dialects spoken in 

Ebonyi state like; Izhi, Ezza, Ezzamgbo, 

and Ohozara dialects [26]. 

Whereas certain phonemes occur in some 

environments in Standard Igbo, they 

assume different forms in Ikwo. 

 We have discovered that the Ikwo dialect 

is spoken very fast. Because of the 

fastness in speaking the Ikwo dialect, the 

last vowel segments at utterance ends are 

usually elided or partially produced. 

Irrespective of the observed differences 

between the sound structure of Standard 

and Ikwo Igbo, it is observable that there 

is mutual intelligibility between the two 

dialects. Whereas an Ikwo speaker can 

easily understand the Standard Igbo 

dialect, a speaker of Standard Igbo 

without the knowledge of Ikwo may find 

it more difficult to understand Ikwo 

because of the additional sounds and 

fastness of utterances in Ikwo [27].  

Although many doubt the possibility of 

Ikwo dialect being a dialect of Igbo 

language, this research clearly proved 

that Ikwo is a dialect of Igbo language.  

Since Igbo language has a phonemic based 

orthography, I would recommend a 

mordification of Igbo orthography  to  

include  some  important  significant 

sounds existing in the language which has 

been neglected  over time in the standard 

dialect. Most the additional  sounds 

identified  in Ikwo dialect,  exist in many 

other dialects  of Igbo language.  For 

instance, in standard Igbo dialect, the 

sound /ε/ is not represented in its 

orthography and vowel chart, but we 

frequently use this vowel sound in most 

dialects including the Standard Igbo 

dialect. Example; names of places like; 

/ὲbↄɲ̀ì/ state and /ὲza  / local 

government.e.tc. I therefore, encourage 

linguists to research more into the 

dialects of Igbo language to know the 

structure of these dialects beginning from 

the orthographic, phonological, 

morphological, and lexical, to the 

pragmatic form of these dialects in other 

to foster the development of Igbo 

language [28]. 
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